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To take away:
RvMask module (Maruša):

what is done;
what will be done.

Correlation peak measurement (Janez):
questions from the last meeting: precision at low S/N ratios;
use the peak with the proper width, not the highest one.

Classification & noise cleaning (Gal, Tomaž):
locally linear embedding works for classification;
wavelets are not optimal for noise cleaning, so use 
the fact that Gaia will observe many similar spectra;
rotation from Gaia spectra difficult.
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Automated classification of spectra: 
the locally linear embedding (LLE) method

Matijevič et al. (2012)

LLE (Roweis & Saul 2000, Vanderplas & Connolly 2009, Daniel et al. 2011)
makes a projection of data to a low-dimensional space which optimally 
preserves the local similarity of observed spectra: pinpoints special objects, 
systematic problems, wrong RV determinations.
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Classification: the locally linear 
embedding (LLE) method

Matijevič et al. (2012)

Normal:    90-95%
Binary:             1%
Ca II em.:         3%
TiO band:         1%
Pec. giant:   0.03%
Carbon:       0.03%
Obs.problem  <1%
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Classification: LLE method & normal stars

Matijevič et al. (2012)
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Classification: 
LLE method & 
binary stars

Matijevič et al. (2012)
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 Classification: 
 LLE method & 
 chromospheric 
 emission stars

Matijevič et al. (2012)
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Normal and emission stars in RAVE

Metallicity of dwarfs Metallicity of dwarfs



  

Noise cleaning

As an example we use an observed RAVE giant with T ~ 4850 K and logg ~ 3, adding 
a desired white noise level. The pool of similar observed spectra are all giants with 
ΔT = ± 250 K and logg < 3.75 (chosen by e.g. their colour index and proper motion). 

We assume these close neighbours differ only by noise. So we average their spectra. And
check how their averaged RVs compare to the true value.

In noisy spectra most RV information is in Ca II lines. So here we limit to them only.
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Locally Linear Embedding very useful for classification, but it is not suited for observed spectra 
where the RV has not been taken out yet.

Wavelets (module by Celine) does not know anything about physics: so spectra 
are not smoothed as they should be.

The idea: 
Gaia will observe a huge number of spectra. 
If we select among the spectra observed so far only those with small differences (sigma) 
from the one we treat we can bet that also their leading parameters (RV, Teff) will be similar.
Averaging them is an effective noise cleaning method. 
Or (yet another) RV determination method for noisy spectra.
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Example of an observed spectrum



  

All stars in RAVEAll stars in RAVE

Radial 
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Ca II lines and their average in a spectrum with S/N = 43



  

720 observed spectra with most similar 
CaII line profiles and RVs out of 72000 
giants within the 4600..5100 K range



  

Rotational velocity   &   λ / Δλ variation

 all stars smeared
 binary stars
 hot rotators
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 hot rotators
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RvMask: the code
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Code in progress

Modified RvDir code

Computation of the 
binary mask (presented 
in Geneva 2011)
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RvMask: the code

Computation of the correlation function:

Resample the observed spectrum to match 
the template bins (linear interpolation)

Reason: We resample the spectrum only 
once at the beginning. Correlation steps: 1 
pixel (~3 km/s)

Number of steps is large (future: rough 
correlation with larger steps first, detailed in 
the second iteration)
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RvMask: the code

2 correlation functions (direct space, normalized):

observed spectrum + binary mask,

template + binary mask (ZVCF).

Radial velocity: shift between the two correlation functions, 

χ2 minimization.
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RvMask: the code

Output: 

radial velocity + error;

correlation function + error;

spectrum + binary mask (ZVCF is discarded).

Future plans:

RV and correlation function error implementation;

correlation function computation efficiency, step size;

rotational velocity;

Multiplicity.
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How RvMask works

Binary mask is generated from template.

Correlation function  mask :: observed spectrum is calculated.

Correlation function with mask :: template is calculated.

Both correlation functions are compared to find radial velocity.

Only the central peak of the correlation function is significant.
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Correlation function at low SNR
S/N = 5S/N = 5 S/N = 1S/N = 1



  

Results for different limits around peak

Distinctive minimum at small SNR.

Less strict minimum at higher SNR.

~20% worse with secondary peaks originating from overlap of 
wrong Ca lines.
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RvMask performance at very low SNR  (<2)

Precision drops significantly.

No useful result on RV.

We can only provide correlation function.
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RvMask performance at very low SNR  (<2)

The reason is that more than one high peak appears in 
the correlation function.
The reason is that more than one high peak appears in 
the correlation function.



  

Conclusions

To take away:

RvMask module:
what is done;
what will be done.

Correlation peak measurement:
do not use the whole correlation function;
use the peak with the proper width, not the highest one.

Classification & noise cleaning:
locally linear embedding works for classification;
wavelets are not optimal for noise cleaning, so use 
the fact that Gaia will observe many similar spectra;
rotation from Gaia spectra difficult.
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